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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Nagorno-Karabakh (NK) problem, inherited from the Soviet Union, has 
caused huge po-litical, economic and social devastations to both 
independent Azerbaijan and Armenia since 1991.  Though the dispute over 
the ownership of the NK region became known with a long bloody war 
between Azerbaijan and Armenia at the end of the 1980s, the problem itself 
goes as far back as in the 19th century and closely linked to many other 
territorial issues in the Caucasus region.  One of the purposes of the Soviet 
Nationalities policies, alongside creating a homogenous Soviet socialist 
society, was to end nationalistic anta-gonisms and border disputes among 
the nationals of the USSR.  Let alone eradicating those ethnic lines, Soviet 
System with its nationalities and modernization policies became main 
sources of conflicts in the Union in the long term.  The NK issue represented 
one of the stark examples of it.  As one would expect, when Gorbachev 
initiated glasnost and pe-restroika policies to save the crumbling Soviet 
state, they became main catalysts to re-kindle the NK issue.  Finally, be-
cause of Gorbachev’s and overall Soviet systems’ inability and 
unwillingness to apply the Constitution, the NK region was separated from 
Azerbai-jan and de facto joined to Armenia by force. The reason for 
inception of the war between Azerbaijan and Armenia at the end of the 
1980s was the Armenian claims that Azer-baijan had for decades left the 
Armenians in Azerbaijan including within the NK region deliberately 
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underdeveloped in their economic, social and cultural progressions.  This 
would then have caused, from the Armenian point of view, the 
disappearance of Armenian people from their own lands.  However, these 
Armenian views on the NK region show a number of discrepancies when 
real reasons and scales of territorial, economic and demog-raphic changes in 
the region are considered.   
Key Words: Key Words: Key Words: Key Words: Nagorno-Karabakh, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Caucasus, Soviet 
Union, Mikhail Gorbachev 

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    
The break up of the Soviet Union has stimulated a large number of concern over na-
tional identities, state borders and then political and economic stability within almost 
any newly independent states of the former Soviet territories. Most cases have shown 
that those concerns have resulted in intra-communal violence and inter-state military 
conflicts. Azerbaijan is one of those states, which has experienced the same problems 
caused by the Nagorno-Karabakh (NK) dispute with the weakening and later the disso-
lution of the Soviet Union.  

As known from the examples of the dissolution of the empires in the past, emer-
gence of new independent states often led to the rise of old, forgotten or suppressed 
political, economic, cultural and territorial claims among intra-state communities and 
inter-state relations.1 The    NK region, an Armenian populated enclave within the territo-
ries of the Republic of Azerbaijan, has remained a basic reason for an intra-state com-
munal dispute during the late Soviet period and an inter-state regional conflict between 
Azerbaijan and Armenia since they have both gained their independence in 1991. 
More than this, the dispute has not only been a problem between Azerbaijan and 
Armenia, it has also turned into a means to influence newly emerged geopolitical 
region of the Southern Caucasus. This new region is not an isolated territory, but it has 
strong links, such as ethnic, cultural, religious similarities and geographic proximity, 
with the other surrounding regions of the Northern Caucasus, the Russian Federation, 
the Caspian Basin and Central Asia, Middle East and Turkey 

The basic argument between these two communities in the South Caucasus, Azer-
baijanis and Armenians, is about who is going to control the Armenian populated NK 
autonomous region. Both communities and states claim that this land is their own his-
torical patrimony, and should be in their state borders. Azerbaijan and Armenia, as the 
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two former Soviet Republics (the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic - AzSSR and 
the Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic - ArSSR), fought over the NK region from 
1987 to 1994 in the forms of first communal clashes and then full scale of war. Despite 
the fact that both states agreed on a cease-fire on the conflict in May 1994, the 
outcomes of the war such as political turmoil, territorial losses and mass 
displacements, have continued to be the most important negative psychological and 
material results for Azerbaijan for more than a decade. As a result of the war over the 
NK region with Armenia, Azerbaijan has lost the entire NK region and 7 more 
surrounding districts of Lachin, Kelbajar, Agdam, Gabrail, Fizuli, Khubadly and 
Zangilan to Armenia. All these occupations of the Azerbaijani territories have created 
about a million displaced Azerbaijanis who have been living in miserable conditions in 
Azerbaijan since the early 1990s. Armenia, though not the same scale, has had to 
accept displaced Armenians left Azerbaijan during the course of the conflict.  The NK 
dispute has been tried to be resolved through a number of organizational (Minsk group 
of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe - OSCE) and state level 
initiatives (e.g. American and French governments). Yet, despite a number of 
initiatives, conferences and high-level meetings, resolution of the NK dispute has 
stalled particularly on what the final status of the region would be. As the sides could 
not agree on the status issue, the other problems, such as the return of the displaced 
people and withdrawal of the Armenian troops from the occupied Azerbaijani 
territories, have remained uncertain.   

The NK dispute as the subject matter of this study obviously represents a number 
of internal, regional and international dimensions in strategic, economic and societal 
terms. There is no doubt that role of the Minsk Group of the OSCE, Russian, Turkish 
and American policies in the region and the energy pipelines from Caspian Region via 
the South Caucasus region are of great relevance to development course of the NK 
dispute since early 1990s. As this study aims at delving into the NK problem within the 
frameworks of the claims and counterclaims of Azerbaijani and Armenian sides on the 
issue, examination of the rest of the aspects of the dispute, mentioned above, is obvi-
ously impossible within the limited boundaries of this work.    The reason for limiting the 
NK issue within such a narrow discussion is because, although many have been con-
centrated on the conditions of peace and talked about various aspects of the resolution 
of the problem, they have often missed, and even forgotten, the ultimate point of how 
and why this conflict occurred. Hence, the key objective of this research is both to shed 
new lights on the subject and to remind the people who are either policy makers or re-
searchers on the NK issue of the past claims of Azerbaijan and Armenia over the dis-
puted region.    In parallel to the objective of this study, the research is divided into two 
main parts. The first part deals with the relevance of the Soviet nationality policy and 
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Gorbachev’s policies of glasnost and perestroika within two sub-sections to the 
development course of the NK problem. In the second part, which is split into 3 sub-
sections, respectively examines Azerbaijani and Armenian parties’ own views on the 
territorial division of NK, the economic deprivation and demographic changes on the 
Armenian people of the region within Azerbaijan.             

1. Key Determinant Factors of the NK Conflict1. Key Determinant Factors of the NK Conflict1. Key Determinant Factors of the NK Conflict1. Key Determinant Factors of the NK Conflict    

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. Soviet Nationality Policy and its Failure  Soviet Nationality Policy and its Failure  Soviet Nationality Policy and its Failure  Soviet Nationality Policy and its Failure     
The NK problem was not a new issue for the Soviet Union when it was in the process 
of establishment in the 1920s. The problem was taken over from the previous ruler, the 
tsarist Russia, of the entire South Caucasus region. In fact, the Soviet Union was built 
almost on the territories of the tsarist Russian Empire, which had been described as 
“the prisonhouse of nations.”2 As the Soviet Union was the ultimate responsible side 
for the creation of the NK region and, to a great extent, the formation of national 
identities in the post-Russian Empire territories in the South Caucasus, this part of the 
study aims only to overview Soviet nationalities policy and its outcomes.          

Marxist-Leninist ideology believed that the true internationalism of socialism would 
eliminate the national antagonisms that had plagued different peoples in the past.  
Lenin himself proposed a post-revolutionary compromise based on the maximization 
of the national, political and cultural autonomy for the nationalities. This was assumed 
to be a federation dominated by the Communist Parties. The logic of the Soviet Union, 
for Lenin, should have been based on a federation formed by a voluntary association 
of the sovereign states on a contractual basis for the achievement of a common 
purpose.3    In line with this thinking, ethnic nationalities of the former tsarist Empire 
were subjected to three interrelated political and administrative policy applications by 
the Bolsheviks on 30 December 1922, at the establishment of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics (USSR), and in April 1923, at the Twelfth Congress of the Russian 
Communist Party: first, the establishment of separate ethno-territorial republics to be 
based on ethnic unity within a Soviet state such as Ukraine, Belarus, Transcaucasus in 
Southern Caucasus, and various autonomous regions inside these republics;  second, 
the creation of Communist Party for each republics so as to back up the national-
territorial principle; third, the application of korenizatsiia (nativization or indigenization) 
program. The main purpose of korenizatsiia policy was cultural and language 
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development of the nations, and the recruitment of non-Russian cadres into the 
working class, the trade unions, the state bureaucracy and the Communist Parties.4                

The establishment of the USSR seemed to have been, as Pipes put it, “a compro-
mise between doctrine and reality: an attempt to reconcile the Bolsheviks strivings for 
absolute unity and centralisation of all power in the hands of the party, with the recog-
nition of the empirical fact that nationalism did survive the collapse of the old order.”5 
Even though in theory the Soviet Federation was based on the perception of a shared 
sovereignty, in practice, however, the centre usurped most of the power and exercised 
a strict control over the republics. National aspirations were subordinated to the 
imperatives of socialist construction. The slogan of self-determination remained as a 
political tool during the period of revolution to get support from the suppressed 
nationalities of the previous tsarist Empire. In fact, the basic goal of the Soviet 
nationalities policy was not different from any other similar multiethnic states. The 
Soviet State first tried to secure its territorial integrity and internal stability by 
suppressing various nationalities and, especially separatist movements. Second, it saw 
the process of modernisation in the imposition of a standardised, uniform, centrally 
sustained culture on all minority groups. Hence the focal point of Soviet nationality 
policy was to realise the mobilisation of ethnic groups and/or nations to achieve Soviet- 
type of modernisation, while preserving internal stability in a multinational state 
harbouring profound ethnic divisions and hostilities.6 

Although each nationality maintained its own republic and autonomous district 
having their own national language, culture and cadres in the local administrations due 
to the policy of nativization during the 1920s, Stalinist revolution in the 1930s did not 
reconcile itself to the notion of federalism of Lenin, and left little political autonomy to 
the peripheries. The consolidation of Bolshevik rule over Armenia, Azerbaijan and 
Georgia during the period of 1920-21 in the South Caucasus region, already intensified 
the debate over the structure of the state. The establishment of the Transcaucasian 
Federation was because of the economic reasons and border disputes among those 
three republics. Soviet Federal system allowed the central government in Moscow to 
use the authority over the formation of new subordinate units, internal boundaries, 
international relations, state security, education and so on. What left for the republics 
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were their own constitution, communist party organisations, flags, legal codes and 
power over light industry.7    As a result of Stalinist ‘autonomisation’ policy, state 
sovereignties from the independent socialist republics were withdrawn and given only 
limited autonomous status. In accordance with Stalinist policies, Russian workers and 
specialists were encouraged to migrate to the less developed regions so as to improve 
the economy and to educate indigenous peoples because minority nationalism was 
considered as a threat to the collectivization policy.8 In the long term, however, 
spreading urbanisation, industrialisation and education caused the strengthening of the 
national identities. The increase of the educational opportunities in the less developed 
republics led to the emergence of a substantial native intelligentsia, and they saw little 
reason for responsible positions in their locality to be filled by outsiders. Emerging 
local political elites started to question their limited control over local appointment and 
investment decisions.  During the Stalinist period, the Soviet state became much more 
centralised and ruled by force with a unitary ideology. Stalinist nationality and 
territorial solutions in the system had, therefore, presented a dilemma in the Soviet 
system that was far from providing a peaceful solution to the nationalities question.   

As a result of less control from the centre, during the Khrushchev era, limited politi-
cal autonomy resulted in the strengthening of local elites. Even in the South Caucasus 
region and Central Asia, local ethnic mafias gained control of the economy and 
political patronage system. The main purpose behind the appointment of Aliyev, 
Shevardnadze and Demirciyan in Azerbaijani, Georgian and Armenian Soviet 
Republics, respectively, to the posts of Communist Party First Secretaries were to 
contain nationalism as well as ending the corruption and favouritism.9 Yet, the central 
and local contradictory developments in the Soviet Union (for instance linguistic 
Russification and assimilation all over the Union) gave rise to a variety of nationalist 
responses in the 1960s and 70s. Demonstrations of the Crimean Tatars who had been 
deported by Stalin, Karabakh Armenians’ protest being within the AzSSR and 
Georgian opposition to the removal of Georgian as official language in 1978 can be 
given as examples of the assertions of the nationalities problems. The Soviet 
leadership, at the end of the 1980s, would finally admit the fact that they had 
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underestimated the forces of nationalism and separatism which had remained hidden 
deep within the Soviet system.10 

As a result, the Soviet Union was in many ways similar to any other empires in a 
way that it attempted to realise modernisation through economic development program 
that included communication and interaction, repression and reproduction of cultural 
practices. All of these then made nationality in the Union much more lucid and nation-
alism the strongest manifestation of rejected aspirations.11 It is true that on the one 
hand, the Soviet state did not much to meet the ambitions of established nations, but 
on the other it made it possible the formation and creation of some nations who repre-
sented previously just a clan identity.12  It was the Soviet rule of encouraging cultural 
development, introducing mass education and establishing of local native governments 
and legislative systems that had helped first the formation and then the strengthening 
Armenian, Azerbaijani and Georgian national identities in the South Caucasus region.  
In other words, the objective of creating a ‘Soviet man’ through the Soviet socialist 
economic and social development policies led to the emergence and growth of 
Armenian and Azerbaijani national consciousness and nationalism. As Moscow often 
used the Soviet federal system for its political benefits, it then made it possible a 
constant animosity between minorities and dominant nationals.  Conflict over the 
Armenian enclave of the NK region within the AzSSR between Azerbaijanis and 
Armenians is one of those examples that it has remained one of the most important 
elements for the growth of both Azerbaijani and Armenian nationalism within the 
USSR. Therefore, Soviet system and its policies did not help demolish the barriers 
between ethnicity and nation. The Soviet federal system did not go beyond the creation 
of a political hierarchy of ethnic groups based on pseudo-scientific arguments of 
subdividing all the peoples of the USSR into the most developed peoples, 
underdeveloped nations and ethnic groups of lower order.13                 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.    GlasnostGlasnostGlasnostGlasnost, , , , PerestroikaPerestroikaPerestroikaPerestroika and Inability of the Centre to Contain the Problem  and Inability of the Centre to Contain the Problem  and Inability of the Centre to Contain the Problem  and Inability of the Centre to Contain the Problem     
Initiation of the glasnost (openness) and perestroika (restructuring) policies in the 
USSR by the Communist Party First Secretary, Gorbachev, in the middle of 1980s, 
aimed at economic, political and social transformation of the Soviet Union. Yet these 
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new policies of openness and restructuring by the Centre brought about the end of the 
Union because of their unleashing effect of the already existed but hidden nationalistic 
and territorial enmities in the Soviet system outlined in the previous section. The NK 
region within the AzSSR and Armenian demand for annexing it to the ArSSR not only 
became one of the most important catalysts in the process of the collapse of the USSR, 
but also have remained an ever-lasting dispute having influenced political, social and 
economic lives of the two independent states, Azerbaijan and Armenia, in the post-
independence period.         

The socialist system, for Gorbachev, was no longer able to solve the declined eco-
nomic productivity and social problems of the Soviet people. The remedy of this 
decline was seen in the transformation of the Socialist economic system to the liberal 
economy. Soon it was understood that economic liberalization could not be succeeded 
without political reforms. It was assumed that political reforms would have, on the one 
hand, strengthened the socialist system, on the other hand, it would give a huge bust 
for socio-economic transformation of the Soviet society.  For Gorbachev, therefore, po-
litical reforms were for the further advancement and strengthening of the socialism.14 
The wind of liberalisation  in the USSR in the late 1980s, however, became the biggest 
threat for the future of multinational Soviet state and Soviet socialism. As Suny put it 
correctly, “The more a state becomes democratic, the less it can maintain inequitable 
imperial relationships within itself.”15 This was axiomatic in the case of the Soviet 
Union in late 1980s. The new political developments provided a suitable environment 
for various Union Republics and small ethnic groups to struggle openly against both 
the centre and hosting republics. This meant that the centre’s attempt at a revolution 
from above did not work and nationalities had their own competing interests and 
aspirations.16 In the Baltic republics, for instance, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
constituted an open, direct and unambiguous political challenge to the legitimacy of the 
USSR in the Baltic region.    The dispute over the NKAR (Nagorno-Karabakh 
Autonomous Region) between AzSSR and ArSSR appeared as one of the most 
important factors which influenced both political struggles within and between the two 
Union republics and the direction of the liberalisation policies of Gorbachev.     

Loosening center-periphery links within the USSR with the introduction of glasnost 
led to the ignition of the already hidden, deep-rooted confrontation between AzSSR 
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and ArSSR republics over the Armenian populated NKAR. The conflict over the 
western part of Azerbaijan, where the NKAR is situated and separated with a tiny 
Lachin land corridor from the ArSSR, began in the summer of 1987. The NK 
Armenians with a petition asked the Supreme Soviet of the USSR to correct a 
‘historical mistake’ made in 1921 when the Bolsheviks had transferred the NKAR to 
Azerbaijan, and urged the annexation of it back to the ArSSR.17 When Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR rejected the Armenian demand for unification, a mass protest began in 
February 1988 in Yerevan, the capital of ArSSR, and in the NKAR in the forms of 
street demonstrations, industrial strikes and school boycotts. These demonstrations led 
to simultaneous outbreaks of ethnic violence in both ArSSR and AzSSR. The 
outrageous communal violence between the Azerbaijanis and Armenian minority took 
place in the industrial city of Sumgait, an Azerbaijani city populated overwhelmingly by 
the deported Azerbaijani-Turks from ArSSR between 1948 and 1950.18    Already 
existing, but previously covered, hatreds between the Azerbaijanis and Armenians 
increased the tension with the new displaced people in the city.  During the course of 
the communal fighting in Sumgait, 31 ethnic Armenians were killed according to the 
official announcement, while the unofficial death toll of the Armenians were believed 
to be up to 200, and the rest of the Armenians were deported from the city. It is argued 
in this communal clashes the Azerbaijani government encouraged the killings, and did 
little to prevent the violence.19 The reaction of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR to the 
events in Sumgait was to send Soviet troops to  
the city.   

By mass demonstrations and strikes, Armenians tried to take advantage of the new 
political and economic liberalization policies in the USSR. It is because Armenian lead-
ers assumed that Gorbachev would have resolved the problem on behalf of themselves 
in the sprit of glasnost and perestroika.20    Gorbachev did not see, however, the 
Armenian demonstrations and claims on the NKAR as a struggle for democracy. On 
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the contrary, the initial reaction of the centre to the Armenian demands was to consider 
it as a mass movement against glasnost, and thus tried to stop before it became an 
example for the rest of the Union Republics for secession. In consistent with this 
thinking, the centre condemned the Armenian claims and declared it would not change 
the status of the NKAR within the AzSSR.21    Gorbachev thought that the tension could 
have been eased if he had replaced the Communist Party first secretaries in both 
AzSSR and ArSSR. Yet, this political move did not bring any solution to the dispute as, 
in mid-June 1988, the Armenian Supreme Soviet, with the support of Arutiunian, the 
newly appointed Communist Party First Secretary of ArSSR, adopted a resolution in 
which the transfer of the NKAR to ArSSR was insisted. On the other hand, the 
Azerbaijan Supreme Soviet did not accept the Armenian demand on NKAR by arguing 
that the latest decision of the Armenian Supreme Soviet was opposed to the Leninist 
principle of the preservation of the territorial integrity of any Union Republics.22  

In consistent with the AzSSR’s demand, the USSR Supreme Soviet decided that 
the NKAR should be under AzSSR according to the Article 78 of the latest USSR 
Constitution of 1977, which pointed out the fact that no one can change the border of a 
republic without that hosting Republic’s acquiescence. The same article of the Soviet 
Constitution also imposed on the Republics as saying that “the boundaries between 
Union Republics may be altered by mutual agreement of the Republics concerned, 
subject to ratification by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.”23    The USSR 
Supreme Soviet only agreed to strengthen the autonomous status of NKAR on the 
condition of remaining within AzSSR in 1988. Moreover, in contrast to the Union 
Republics, an autonomous oblast (region) such as NK has neither constitution nor the 
right of secession. However, Armenians refused to accept the decision taken by the 
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, and soon the Supreme Soviet of the NKAR in 
a joint session with the Supreme Soviet of the ArSSR declared its secession from the 
AzSSR in July 1988, calling the new formation ‘United Armenian Republic’.    
Armenians defended the joining of the NK region into the ArSSR according to Article 
70 of the Soviet Constitution, which, in theory, accepted the ‘free self-determination of 
nations.’24  Armenian reasoning for the secession of the NK region from AzSSR 
cannot be seen as relevant to the Article 70 of the Soviet Constitution on two grounds. 
First, Article 78 of the Soviet Constitution showed the legal way of the possible future 
border changes and territorial exchanges between the Union Republics on the 
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condition of voluntary basis. On the other hand, however, the term of “free self-
determination of nations” in the Article 70 of the same Constitution was only 
explanatory phrase of how the USSR had been established in the 1920s. “Free self-
determination of nations” in the Article 70 referred to the already long past process of 
the participation of Armenian, or any other nation as Union Republics, into the USSR, 
but not to possible future developments pertaining to the self-determination of any 
minority group or nation. Second, as Cornell correctly stressed, people/nation and 
minority cannot be taken into the same category in legal terms. It is because Arme-
nians in Azerbaijan can be seen as a national minority, but not a nation in legal terms, 
since they, the Armenian nation, already had their own state, the Armenian Republic 
and/or the ArSSR.  Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights recognised clearly the fact that minorities have the right “to enjoy their common 
culture, to profess their own religion, or to use their common language.” In line with 
this, in legal terms, the right to self-determination of the Armenians in Azerbaijan can 
consist of “internal self-determination” by which they can effectively take part in 
political, social, economic and cultural life within the Azerbaijani society without 
threatening the territorial integrity of the Republic of Azerbaijan.25        

Under the pressures exerted by the ongoing communal clashes and mass deporta-
tion of the peoples from one republic to another, the USSR Supreme Soviet decided to 
solve the issue of NKAR by strengthening its own control in the region. For this 
purpose, the USSR Supreme Soviet established a special form of administration, the 
Volskii Commission, for the NKAR in January 1989. Taking the NKAR under the 
control the Volskii Commission meant that the region was separated from the AzSSR 
and put under the direct rule of the USSR Supreme Soviet. Although the USSR 
Supreme Soviet argued that it had consulted with the communist parties and state 
organs in both AzSSR and ArSSR before the establishment of the Volskii 
Commission, the AzCP expressed the fact that they had not been consulted on that 
Commission and considered it as a unilateral act of the centre. The decree of the 
USSR Supreme Soviet on the establishment of the Volskii Commission reiterated that 
the NKAR was a part of AzSSR, but a special administration directed by Moscow 
weakened the sovereignty of AzSSR over the NKAR, and now it was one of the 
possibilities that the NK region would have been transferred to the ArSSR.  Such a 
decision of separating the NK region and putting it under the Volskii Commission also 
suggested that the USSR Supreme Soviet did not directly refuse the Armenian 
demands over the NKAR. Most important of all was the fact that, with the 
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establishment of the Volskii Commission and its outlined purpose of separating a 
region from a Union Republic, the USSR Supreme Soviet seemed to have no longer 
been a high authority able to apply the Soviet Constitution.      

The formation of a special Commission did not stop the conflicts. Quite the con-
trary, it further intensified the clashes between the Azerbaijanis and the Armenians.  
For instance, the new wave of communal clashes between the two communities in 
Baku on 13-14 January 1990 left 160 ethnic Armenians death and many more 
wounded.26     The reaction of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet was to 
suppress the violence by sending approximately eleven thousands of Soviet army, 
navy and KGB troops to both AzSSR and ArSSR.27 Soviet Army declared state of 
emergency in the NKAR, and imposed curfews in the Azerbaijani cities of Baku, Ganje 
and some other population centers, where the reaction of the Azerbaijani people to the 
development within the NKAR had allegedly reached to the point of attempting to 
overthrow the Soviet power in the AzSSR. For Gorbachev, the move of the Soviet 
army to Baku was to stop further worsening the situation between the Azerbaijanis and 
Armenians which had already resulted in the deportation of the Armenians from the 
city. The quarrelling and divisions between the central government in AzSSR and 
Azerbaijani nationalists, for Gorbachev, paralyzed their ability to act and to maintain 
control of the situation. Under these situations, according to Gorbachev’s account, 
entrance of the Soviet troops into Baku was tried to be stopped by the Azerbaijani 
nationalists’ gunfire and provocations. Soviet military intervention, or what the 
Azerbaijanis call it ‘invasion’ and ‘Black January,’ on 20 January 1990, resulted in 83 
Azerbaijanis and 14 Soviet military personnel death, the detention of forty-three 
leading Azerbaijani nationalists and the closure of their offices, and the replacement of 
Vezirov, the AzCP first Secretary, with Muttalibov.28 

Gorbachev also tried to stop the Armenian side from their claims over the NKAR.  
In order to maintain the status quo on the NK conflict, Gorbachev used military power 
over the Armenians as well. Soviet forces of internal ministry were used to suppress 
strikes in ArSSR in July and December  1988 during which Airikian, an Armenian 
nationalist, was deported and, approximately 5 thousands Armenian demonstrators 
opposing to the declared curfew were detained.29 In fact, as far as the degree of Soviet 
military reaction to the both republics are compared, intervention to ArSSR remained 
soft. It is because the majority of the forces sent by Moscow to the ArSSR were 
composed of ethnic Armenians who had become reluctant to use force against the 
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fellow Armenians. Also, Armenians, both the nationalists and communists, knew the 
fact that the USSR would soon be dissolved, and during the period of transition 
Armenian nationalists had given priority to the secession of the NKAR from AzSSR, 
and did not increase their pressure on the Armenian communists and Gorbachev for 
the independence of the ArSSR from the USSR. Moreover, both the nationalists and 
communists in Armenia believed that after the dissolution of the USSR they would 
need the Russian support on the NK region and other issues in the region against 
Azerbaijan and Turkey.30 Another reason why the Soviet intervention/invasion to the 
AzSSR was so bloody was because, until the ‘Black January,’ the entire Azerbaijani 
population in ArSSR had already been expelled. Yet, this reason would be wrong 
because, until the Soviet Army intervened in Azerbaijan on 20 January, there were not 
any Armenians in Baku as well.  If the reasoning of the use of the Soviet troops were to 
stop the violence in Baku between Azerbaijanis and Armenian minority, it should have 
been used couple of weeks before the communal clashes broke out in the city, while 
the Soviet authorities had already known the example of Sumgait. As Rutland correctly 
observed, the Armenian communists and nationalists acted together on the NK issue 
and the Armenian populated Soviet troops in ArSSR made it easier for them. In the 
AzSSR, however, the Azerbaijani nationalists, who were against both the Armenians 
and the way and methods of the local communists’ conduction of the NK conflict, 
became the prime target for the Soviet forces. In fact, the main objective of the Soviet 
troops was not to stop the ethnic violence in Baku, but to dissolve the fledgling 
nationalist movement (the Azerbaijani Popular Front) in the AzSSR.31 Before the 
‘Black January,’ in his meeting with the Azerbaijani nationalist leader, Elchibey, in 
January 1990, Primakov warned him that their demand for democratic election in 
AzSSR would lead to the dissolution of the USSR.32 In fact, the Azerbaijani 
nationalists aimed at keeping the NKAR inside AzSSR and were only against the way 
the local communists were handling the NK conflict.  The Azerbaijani nationalists gath-
ered around the Azerbaijani Popular Front did not ask any demand for the independ-
ence of the AzSSR from the USSR or an election for that purpose. The main, and 
perhaps the only purpose of Gorbachev by sending military troops to Azerbaijan was 
to dissolve the further strengthening of the democratic, nationalist and western oriented 
Azerbaijan Popular Front. In the other part of the USSR there was clear and open 
challenge to the very existence of the USSR. For instance, in Lithuania, one of the 
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Baltic States, a Popular Front had already renounced the reunification of the country 
with the USSR and declared independence. Why then the Soviet army was not sent to 
interfere or crash the Popular Front in Lithuania was because the entire Western World 
were behind Lithuania.33 Additionally, Gorbachev sent troops to Azerbaijan to support 
the local communists and used “Western misinformation” and fears of a “resurgent 
Islam” as his excuses during the crisis of Iraq in 1990.34      

The NK dispute between the AzSSR and ArSSR turned into a war in the course of 
glasnost and perestroika in the USSR. Gorbachev and the long lasted Soviet system 
could not remove the problem from the memories of the peoples in these two 
republics. After the NK region was put under the control of a special commission, 
Volskii, in fact it was the last act of the Soviet state on the issue. From then on, the fate 
of the disputed region was going to be determined by the political and military abilities 
of the conflicting parties within their own countries and towards outside world. From 
Azerbaijan’s point of view, Gorbachev obviously failed to apply the Soviet constitution 
and favoured the aggressor (Armenia) in the NK conflict as Azerbaijan had to bear the 
stigma of the lost 20 per cent of its territory and over a million displaced Azerbaijanis.  
Would Gorbachev have done better in the NK issue? The answer of this question is 
perhaps yes if Gorbachev had shown enough strength and courage to apply the Soviet 
Constitution.     

2. Reflections of the Past to Shape the Future  2. Reflections of the Past to Shape the Future  2. Reflections of the Past to Shape the Future  2. Reflections of the Past to Shape the Future      

2.1. Debate over History and Territorial Division 2.1. Debate over History and Territorial Division 2.1. Debate over History and Territorial Division 2.1. Debate over History and Territorial Division     
Both the Azerbaijani and Armenian historians have put forward their own exclusive na-
tional claims on historical and religious monuments in NK, and externally imposed ter-
ritorial divisions between Azerbaijan and Armenia over the region.35        

In order to justify their own position on the disputed territory, both the Azerbaijani 
and Armenian historians have worked on the history of NK. In line with the Soviet con-
struction of the history of the Caucasus region, the Armenian and Azerbaijani philolo-
gists and paleographers have clashed over the disappeared Caucasian Albanian 
(distinct from the Albanians in the Balkans today) civilization. Both sides have tried to 
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convince ‘international community’ that they are the real successor of the past in the 
NK region. According to the Soviet historian, Trever, Albanians was one of the three 
ethnic groups in the Caucasus. Majority of these Albanians were thought to be 
assimilated by the Islam and later by the Turks. A small number of these Albanians in 
the NK region  remained under the influence of Armenians and later by the Armenian 
Christians.36  From the Azerbaijani point of view, the NK region was part of the 
Azerbaijani feudal states, which were later converted to Islam and Turkish language by 
first Arab and then by the Turks.  The NK region was later used by the tsarist Russia to 
place the Armenians migrated from the rival empires of Iran and Turkey. Until then, 
according to the Azerbaijani historians, 73.8 per cent of the population of the NK 
region were Muslim Azerbaijanis.37 On the other hand, for the Armenian historians, the 
Albanians in the NK region was influenced and converted to Christianity by the 
Armenians. Thus, throughout history, according to H.Tchilingirian, the Albanian 
Church was fully absorbed by the Armenian Church and became known as the 
Armenian Catholicosate of Albanians or Aghwank which survived until the midst of the 
19th century. When the Arabs and Turks invasion started in the 7th and 11th centuries 
respectively, the NK region, which remained in the western part of the Albania, had 
already been largely assimilated by the Armenians.38  

The Azerbaijanis having relied on their own historical accounts of the remnants of 
ancient Arabic and Islamic inscriptions, mosques and tombstones in the region have 
seen NK as a land where their culture and nationalism flourished. They have seen the 
Armenian population of the region was a recent event as a result of tsarist Russian pol-
icy towards the region.  In addition to this, the Azerbaijanis have put forward their ar-
gument as saying that NK is the centre of Azerbaijani civilization because the region 
has produced numerous Azerbaijani artists, composers, poets and other literary 
figures.39  Not strangely, similar kinds of claims have been made by the Armenian 
historians as saying that the NK region belongs to themselves as it has hosted 
numerous vestiges of the ancient Armenian monuments, religious buildings, churches 
and monasteries.40  

Leaving complex and often biased ancient historical accounts of the sides over the 
NK region aside, there needs to be concentrated on the territorial developments in the 
later periods. Indeed, during the tsarist Russian and Soviet periods, similar to many 
empires in the past, ethno-territorial frontiers in the South Caucasus were ill defined.  
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The Soviet territorial division in the 1920s that established the borders of Azerbaijan 
within the USSR left many ethnic groups such as Armenians, Lezgins, Georgians, 
Avars, Kurds and so on to live in Azerbaijan. Many Azerbaijanis were also left within 
the neighboring territories outside of the AzSSR in Armenia, Georgia and Dagestan 
Republic within the Russian Federation.41 Ethno-territorial matters have shown such a 
level of complexity in the entire Caucasus region that even almost all small ethnic 
groups are left divided with the end of the USSR. For instance, after Azerbaijan gained 
its independence from the USSR, ethnic minority group of Lezgins are also divided 
between Azerbaijan and the Dagestan Republic of the Russian Federation. Under such 
territorial divisions, regardless of the ethnic populations of the related regions, as Light 
also observed, ethnic disputes among the nationalities of the Caucasus were more 
frequently directed against rival national groups than against Russians.42   

Since the break-up of the USSR, these ethnic minorities have shown their dissatis-
factions in various ways, mainly having blamed the tsarist and then the Soviet policy of 
territorial enforcement. The Armenian minority in the NK and Nakhichevan regions in 
Azerbaijan, like the Armenians in the Republic of Armenia, believe that they were be-
trayed by the Soviet State by leaving these two territories within the borders of the 
AzSSR.  For the Armenians, these two regions had remained as their ancestral lands 
for centuries and  belonged to them until the Soviet government changed the status 
quo when these territories were given to the Azerbaijanis as a sign of ‘good will’ 
towards Turkey with the treaties of Moscow and Kars between the Bolsheviks and 
Turks in 1921.43 Against these Armenian points, the Azerbaijanis claim that before the 
Soviet rule was established in Armenia in the early 1920s, the Bolsheviks in Moscow 
and local Azerbaijani communists in Baku promised to give the NK region to the 
Armenians in return for the establishment of the Soviet rule in the region. For this aim, 
for instance, the Azerbaijani communist leader Nerimanov promised on 1 December 
1920 that if they had accepted the Soviet rule, he would have given the Azerbaijani 
territories of Nakhichevan, Zengezur and Karabakh to the Armenians. After long 
discussions between local Azerbaijani and Armenian communists within the Caucasian 
Bureau of the Communist Party including the Bolsheviks from Moscow, Zengezur was 
given to the Armenians, while Nakhichevan and NK regions left within the AzSSR with 
autonomous status.44 Indeed, this new territorial formations did satisfy neither the 
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Azerbaijani nor the Armenian sides. As seen that, in addition to the NK region, the 
other regions, Nakhichevan and Zangezur, have remained disputed between 
Azerbaijan and Armenia.  The Azerbaijani side, for instance, claims that Zangezur 
region, currently an Armenian territory between Nakhichevan and mainland 
Azerbaijan, is one of the historical Azerbaijani regions. It was given to Armenia in 
order to separate the mainland Azerbaijan from Nakhichevan and more importantly to 
cut off the contacts between Azerbaijan and Turkey. This is considered as a familiar 
Russian policy of divide and rule on the territories where it has colonized.45    Armenians 
have accused the Azerbaijani authorities that they had forced the once Armenian 
majority in Nakhichevan region to emigrate from the region throughout the Soviet 
period and  had been applying the same policy on the NK Armenians. For this reason, 
after the independence in 1991, the Armenians appealed to the Russian State Duma as 
the legal successor of the Russian Soviet Socialist Republic (RussianSSR) and asked 
that the Russian Federation should annul the ‘illegal and illegitimate’ treaty of 1921 
signed between the Bolsheviks and Turkey about the guarantor status of the 
Nakhichevan region. If not met their demands, they also warned that the friendly rela-
tions and trust between Armenia and Russia would be hindered otherwise.46 As this 
suggests, having captured the entire NK region and 7 more Azerbaijani districts 
outside NK in the war until 1994, Armenian side relying on similar kind of historical 
arguments has tried to change the territorial status of the Nakhichevan region. If there 
had not been the Kars Treaty between the Bolsheviks and Turkey in 1921, which puts 
Turkey and Soviet Union as the two guarantor states on the territorial status and 
borders of the Nakhichevan region, there would have been another war between 
Azerbaijan and Armenia. No doubt would the Armenian side have invaded 
Nakhichevan region with Russian support and the silence of ‘international community’ 
as seen in the case of the NK war, if Turkey had not reacted strongly.  

2.2. Arguments on Economic Deprivation 2.2. Arguments on Economic Deprivation 2.2. Arguments on Economic Deprivation 2.2. Arguments on Economic Deprivation     
The territorial separation of NK region from Armenia is not seen just the delimitation of 
a particular land, but suppression, alienation and exploitation of the Armenian minority 
by the Azerbaijani authorities.  

In economic field, the Armenians have claimed that they had been discriminated by 
the Azerbaijani officials for years in the forms of denial of their career opportunities, al-
location of economic resources to the Armenian populated areas in the NK region. By 
doing these, the Armenian side has been convinced that the Azerbaijanis had sought to 
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assimilate and expel them from Azerbaijan. In line with this argument, the Armenians 
have claimed that the NK region’s industrial growth raised only 14.8 fold, while 
Azerbaijan, Armenia and USSR, respectively, realized 40, 221, and 113-fold overall 
industrial growth from 1913 to 1973. The trend of leaving the Armenian populated 
areas underdeveloped in the NK region, for Armenians, had continued until the end of 
the 1980s. Between 1945 and 1965, only two factories were built in the NK region. 
Also, relying on the figures of the year 1986, Armenians have argued that they got 181 
rubles as investment per person, while the rest of Azerbaijan got 473 rubles. 
Limitations on housing and constructions, transportation and communication facilities, 
lack of funds for protecting Armenian cultural heritage as well as hindering the 
functioning of the Armenian Church until the end of the USSR were deliberately 
applied policies of the Azerbaijani authorities that all of which left a socio-economically 
underdeveloped NK region.47 Having based on the above convictions, the Armenian 
side has argued that many ethnic Armenians had already left the Nakhichevan region 
and the number of Armenian population was significantly declined in the NK region. 
Under these outcomes, Armenia has seen its right to be in a ‘United Armenia’ with the 
NK region.  Accordingly, for them there is no reason to believe that reincorporation of 
the NK region with Azerbaijan would make any difference for the improvement of their 
life there.            

On the other side of the spectrum, however, according to the Azerbaijani authori-
ties, those Armenian claims above are unacceptable, and their arguments on the eco-
nomic, social and cultural alienation of the NK Armenians by the Azerbaijanis have 
been used to cover their real goal of separating the region from Azerbaijan to create a 
greater Armenian state. For the Azerbaijanis, in fact, economic and social development 
of the NK region has been much better in comparison with those of the other parts of 
Azerbaijan. Also, the NK region had been in economic, social and cultural connections 
and cooperation with the other regions in the country. In the areas of silk production, 
the NK region, particularly Hankendi (Stepanakert), the capital of the NK region, was 
so productive that the region was sending more than 100 tons of silk to the other part 
of the USSR. In other areas, for instance, annual consumptions of meat, milk, butter 
and so on per person in the NK region were much higher than those of the other big 
cities of Ali Bayramli, Sumgait and Kirovabad in Azerbaijan. In addition to these, 
infrastructures of railways, electricity, gas pipelines were in better condition for the 
benefit of the Armenian people in the region, especially in Hankendi. In medical sector, 
while the Armenians in the region got 122.7 medical personnel for every 10 thousand 
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people, this number was 93.5 for overall the AzSSR level. Nine socio-economic 
indicators, including numbers of hospital beds and doctors per capita, libraries, 
childcare facilities and living space, NK region was in better condition than that of the 
rest of Azerbaijan. In the construction sector, the NK region, as the Soviet government 
had itself admitted, was 1.4 times better than that of the rest of Azerbaijan.48 In 
response to the Armenian claims, an Azerbaijani scholar, Aliyarli, argues that in reality 
the NK region was fed by the goods produced in the other parts of Azerbaijan. For 
instance, Baku and Gence, the two most industrialised cities in Azerbaijan, had 
provided 60 million rubles, while Sheki and Arazboyu regions had done so with 16.5 
million rubles for the NK region. More than that, 76.5 per cent of overall volumes of the 
goods that were the equivalent of 100 million roubles, transported to the NK region 
were provided from the other parts of the AzSSR.  On the other hand, however, the 
volume of the goods came from ArSSR to the NK region remained 1.5 million rubles 
during the Soviet period. Also, the NK Armenians took the advantage of goods coming 
from other parts of Azerbaijan and sold them to the other Union republics.49 In addition 
to these,    according to another Azerbaijani scholar, Abdullayev, the Armenians were 
already in key economic and political position within the AzSSR. For instance, 29 
deputies of the Supreme Soviet of the AzSSR were made of Armenians. Besides, 61 
Armenians worked in various key positions within the Central Committee of the AzCP, 
and thousands of them had been employed in the Cabinet Ministry of the AzSSR, 
State Planning Committee, City Party Committees, National Security as well as 
Ministry of Internal Affairs. The same kind of acceptance and prosperity that the 
Armenians enjoyed in the areas of economic, social and political life in the AzSSR, 
had not been given to the Azerbaijanis who had inhabited in ArSSR.50 

As far as the Armenian claims about the lower level of economic conditions in the 
NK region for their brethrens are concerned, it was in fact similar to the overall eco-
nomic deprivation in all around the Soviet territories. At least, economic situation of the 
NK region was not worse than that of the rest of the Azerbaijani territories and Arme-
nian Republic. In fact, during the Soviet period, national income growth in AzSSR was 
in 15th place among the 15 Union republics. In industrial labour productivity Armenia 
and Azerbaijan were in the 12th place which was well below the USSR average, and 
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Georgia finished in 9th place.51    In fact, economic situation of the NK region was more 
or less similar to that of the rest of AzSSR. Already, both Azerbaijan and Armenia, 
similar to the Central Asian Soviet republics, had experienced with a low level of 
productivity, negligence of the environment and many other problems of 
mismanagement under the Soviet system for decades.  Even during the Soviet times 
and before the ethnic conflict started in late 1980s, the NK region got more money per 
capita than the larger and more populous Nakhichevan in AzSSR.52    Therefore, 
economic difficulties in AzSSR were a problem which had been experienced by all 
Union republics including ArSSR and NK region as well. In fact, one of the major 
reasons of the collapse of the USSR was the economic inefficiency and stagnation of 
the Soviet system.   

2.3. Demographic Change without Consent? 2.3. Demographic Change without Consent? 2.3. Demographic Change without Consent? 2.3. Demographic Change without Consent?     
The other dispute over the NK region and the reasoning for going into a war is that the 
Azerbaijani authorities had pursued a deliberate de-Armenization policy aiming at 
changing the demographic characteristics of the regions in the AzSSR at the expense 
of the Armenian minorities. However, this argument against Azerbaijan is also as 
disputed as the claims seen in the two previous sections.   

The NK and Nakhichevan regions, for the Armenians, were both deliberately tied to 
Azerbaijan by the Soviet authorities, without having considered the presence of an Ar-
menian ethnic majority in those two regions. For them, from 1920s onwards, previous 
demographic structure had been altered successfully by the Azerbaijani authorities in 
the Nakhichevan region, where Armenians have now remained few, while they were 
once made of the majority of the population.53    Indeed, according to the statistics, in the 
Nakhichevan region of Azerbaijan, the Armenian population were composed of 40 per-
cent of the total people of 135 thousands in 1914. The proportion of the Armenians in 
this region reduced to 3 per cent in the 1970s of the total 233.000 people. Also, ac-
cording to the 1989 Soviet census, the Armenian population was even almost halved 
from 3,406 in 1979 to 1,858 in 1989 (0.6 per cent of the population), while the Azerbai-
jani population increased to 95.5 percent of the total. For the NK region, Armenians ar-
gue that as a result of Azerbaijan’s policy of Turkisation, the Armenian population 
regularly declined in favour of the Azerbaijanis in the region.  For instance, while the 
total number of the Armenians were 170.000 in 1914, this number changed to 117.000 
in 1926, 110.000 in 1959, 121.100 in 1970 and 123.100 in 1979.  According to the 
census in 1989, the total number of Armenians increased a total of 145.000, of whom 
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the Azerbaijanis were composed of 40.632 people.54    Accordingly,    the Armenians 
urged that they did not want the same to happen to the NK region as the Nakhichevan 
region has demographically turned into an Azerbaijani territory. The Armenian 
authorities both in Hankendi and Yerevan believe that their occupation of entire NK 
territories as well as 7 Azerbaijani territorial districts outside the NK region is in fact 
their natural right to stop further ‘Turkification’ of the Armenian homelands.55     

Although the demographic changes in the NK and Nakhichevan regions occurred 
at the expense of the Armenian population during the Soviet period, it seems doubtful 
to see that they were direct consequences of a deliberate Azerbaijani policy of de-
Armenisation. The reduction of the Armenian population in these regions, in fact, 
requires one to look at the issue with a broader perspective within the Soviet system. 
Despite the fact that the application of the Soviet policy of “acculturation, bilingualism 
and assimilation” to create a unique ‘Soviet people’ was in place, as a result of 
economic development programs and korenizatsiia, Union republics in the South 
Caucasus, including AzSSR, had gradually become much more demographically, 
politically and culturally homogenous communities by the 1960s.56 In Azerbaijan, for 
instance, from 1913 to 1980, the percentage of the Azerbaijani population living in 
rural and urban areas dramatically changed. While 24 and 76 per cent Azerbaijanis 
were living in the urban and rural areas in 1913, respectively, this difference levelled 
between 1966 and 1971, and later  this trend changed to 53 percent in urban areas and 
47 percent in rural areas.57 This demographic mobilisation trend clearly suggests that 
Azerbaijanis filled the cities in the 1960s and 1970s and demanded and even occupied 
more posts in the Socialist economic, political and administrative life in the AzSSR.   

In addition, as demographic trends among the South Caucasus republics indicated 
in the USSR from 1959 to 1989, the natural growth of the Azerbaijani population was 
131.0 per cent, while the increase of the Armenian and Georgian populations remained 
66.0 and 48.0 per cent respectively. These ratios already tell that the Azerbaijani ethnic 
dominance in the AzSSR showed a much higher natural increase than those of the 
other two South Caucasian republics as a result of migration to cities, high birth rate 
among the Azerbaijanis and out migration of the Armenians and other ethnic groups.58 
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Due to the high birth rate and migration to the cities among the Azerbaijani-Turks in 
the AzSSR, the Azerbaijani-Turks had made up of almost 83 per cent of the Republic’s 
population by 1989.   

Another important reason for the decline of the Armenian population in Azerbaijan 
is that relatively few of the Azerbaijani-Turks migrated from the AzSSR.  The number 
of Armenians in Azerbaijan declined by 19.4 per cent between 1970 and 1989, from 
484,000 to 390,000.59    The decline of the Armenian population in Azerbaijan may be 
explained by some other reasons as well. The most ethnically homogenous republic in 
the USSR was ArSSR with 93.3 per cent Armenians. However, only 66.6 per cent of 
the Soviet Armenians lived in the ArSSR, and millions more in outside the Soviet 
Union and within the other republics of the USSR. Although the percentage of Soviet 
Armenians living in the ArSSR has raised since 1959, Armenians have always been a 
sort of people who were and still are least likely to live in their own Union Republic as 
they have always maintained their traditional pattern of migration and adaptation of 
other cultures. For example, more than half of the highly educated Armenian 
specialists in the ArSSR moved to the other Union republics during the USSR. In 
contrast to the Azerbaijani Muslims in the USSR, Armenians, who left the AzSSR, 
always had less prejudice to marry with non-Armenian Christians.60 These suggest that 
reduction of the Armenian population in NK, Nakhichevan and elsewhere in the 
AzSSR cannot be explained by Azerbaijan’s economic, cultural and linguistic policies 
of the exclusion of the Armenian minority in the country. Accordingly, it can be clearly 
said that there were various political, economic, social and cultural reasons within the 
broader Soviet system why demographic changes had happened in the NK region at 
the expense of Armenians in the AzSSR.         

Conclusions Conclusions Conclusions Conclusions     
A number of policy applications and strategic concerns of the USSR had shaped the 
territorial borders, economic structures and ethnic compositions of only the NK region, 
but also the entire areas closely linked to the two major national groups, Azerbaijanis 
and Armenians, in the South Caucasus.    The current dispute over the NK region 
between Azerbaijan and Armenia have been deeply influenced, and built, by both 
parties’ own clashing visions over territorial, economic and demographic history of the 
region. These complex and often conflicted historical accounts over the real patrimony 
of the region are in fact not new. Territorial divisions and mobilization of the native 
people of the entire Caucasus from one place to another were and are still common 
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currencies of the region in a different time and conditions. The NK region is not an 
exception in that sense.      

Leninist assumption that realisation of the socialist system could eliminate national 
antagonisms did not work in the case of the Soviet experiment. Despite the fact that 
the Soviet system of federalism envisaged a shared sovereignty, central government in 
Moscow hold most of the power within its own grips in the name of creating a common 
‘Soviet man.’ The promise of national self-determination to nations remained only as a 
slogan in order to manage to secure borders of the Soviet state established over the 
territories of tsarist Empire. The Soviet system of strict control over the Union republics 
allowed the centre to suppress already existed disputes among a number of nationali-
ties during the previous Empire. However, the process of imposed modernisation and 
Russification in language and education helped the nationalities and smaller ethnic na-
tionals to maintain, even some cases to gain, and increase, their national conscious-
ness. As stressed in this work, although Soviet system of federalism and nationalities 
policies provided the Soviet leaders with having an internal stability, they, on the other 
hand, made it possible among the ethno-nationals to maintain their divisions and en-
mities towards each other within their own specific regions. For instance, one of the 
most important reasons of the dissolution of the Transcaucasian Soviet Federation in 
1936 after having 14 years of Soviet experience was border disputes among 
Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia.   

Not strangely, similar kind of disputes came into appearance when Gorbachev initi-
ated his glasnost policy in the second half of the 1980s. The NK issue, the disputed 
history of which goes back to the tsarist period, was one of those conflicts between the 
two main nationals, Azerbaijan and Armenia, of the USSR that re-emerged in 1987 un-
der the wind of liberalisation policies within the Union. The initiation of glasnost and 
perestroika by Gorbachev provided a perfect opportunity for various Union republics to 
revive their old claims in the forms of independence and national identity at the ex-
pense of each other. Hence, instead of being remedy, they further weakened the Soviet 
system.        In other words, the initiation of glasnost and perestroika that were assumed to 
rescue economically and socially stagnated USSR became main catalysts in the course 
of the dissolution of the Union. First communal clashes and then war between AzSSR 
and ArSSR over the NK region represented a perfect example for the failure of not 
only the Soviet nationalities policy but also the Gorbachev’s new policies of 
liberalisation. In fact, it was after all the Soviet system itself, which could not stop the 
dispute between AzSSR and ArSSR over the NK region turning into an all-out war 
having influenced political, economic and social structures of the region after the 
dissolution of the USSR.  In the conflict, it was observed that Central government in 
Moscow was no longer able to maintain the unity of the USSR even though it applied 
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the use of force. Sending thousands of Soviet troops against the Azerbaijani and 
Armenian demonstrators and political activists and killing dozens of civilians in the 
AzSSR did not led the conflicting sides to refrain from their own demands over the NK 
region. On the legal ground, the USSR authorities from top to bottom appeared to have 
no longer been able to apply the Soviet constitution. Not to mention the fact that 
autonomous regions did not have any right to secede from the hosting Republic, 
Article 78 of the Soviet Constitution clearly stated that any territorial and border 
changes between Union republics may take place on the conditions of the consents of 
the Union republics concerned and the approval of the Supreme Soviet in Moscow. 
The Supreme Soviet’s policy of putting the NK region under the direct rule of the 
Volskii Commission outside the control of the AzSSR was against the very essence of 
the Soviet Constitution.                    

Beyond the failure of the Soviet nationalities policies and Gorbachev’s serious mis-
takes, current dispute over the NK region, as it was in the past, has evolved around ex-
clusive claims of the parties for the real ownership of that particular territory. As seen 
in this study, main arguments that    Armenian side put forward have been concentrated 
around the accusations that under Azerbaijani rule Armenian language, culture and 
economy had been deliberately deprived of having developed and flourished. For 
them, AzSSR authorities during the Soviet period had suppressed and discriminated 
Armenian minorities and communities in Azerbaijan so as to change demographic 
structure of the country as a whole, particularly in the Nakhichevan and NK regions, in 
support of Azerbaijani-Turks. In fact according to Armenian views, de-Armenisation of 
the Nakhichevan region by Azerbaijan was completed successfully, and so this could 
not be allowed to happen in the NK region. Therefore they argue that their political and 
military actions against Azerbaijan and retaking the NK region under Armenian control 
is a rightful, just and legal act that stopped the disappearance of Armenian people of 
NK forever as it happened in the Nakhichevan region.   

From Azerbaijani point of view all Armenian claims above are false. For them, first 
of all the Azerbaijani-Turks have always been the native people of the NK region until 
Armenians were brought to the region by Russia in the tsarist and Soviet periods.  
Also, for the Azerbaijani side, the matters happened during the Soviet period that the 
Armenians put forward on the NK issue were equally harmful and disturbing for all 
Azerbaijanis themselves as they were for the Armenian minority under almost two 
hundred years of the Russian rule in the region. As a matter of fact, one hundred years 
earlier Yerevan had a Muslim majority, while in the early years of Soviet rule Tibilisi 
and Baku were largely Russian and Armenian cities. As the Soviet Union entered its 
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seventh decade, these cities had become in the full ethnic sense.61 On other matters, 
for instances, in terms of a number of economic, social and medical indicators the NK 
Armenians’ situation was much better than that of the rest of Azerbaijan during the 
Soviet period. On the issue of the demographic decline of the Armenian population in 
Azerbaijan, as mentioned in this study there are a number of economic, cultural and 
social reasons that developed largely outside the choice of the AzSSR. This can, in 
fact, be better explained if one considers the fact that even the percentage of the 
Russian population in all of the South Caucasus republics of the USSR had steadily 
fallen: 5.6 per cent in Azerbaijan since 1970, 6.3 per cent in Georgia since 1959 and 
1.6 per cent in Armenia since 1979.62    It is very much clear from all these facts 
summarised here and displayed in this study that the Armenian authorities used 
various economic and social difficulties that the NK Armenians faced in the AzSSR as 
a political cover-up in order to separate the region from Azerbaijan.            
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